R A I N B O W Letters to Mother Earth

A Community Resource for
Writing and Sharing Letters
This is a resource for communities,
organisations and groups (i.e. families,
workplaces, clubs and social groups) to use
as a stimulus for writing, creating and sharing
their RAINBOW Letters to Mother Earth.
A RAINBOW Letter is a creative response to
the ecological and planetary crisis. It is a way
of expressing what’s important to you: to
create a colourful message for a better future.

The below activities are designed to take people on a journey where they can
form stronger connections with nature and others, leaving them with a greater
sense of agency and power to make change on an individual basis and as a
collective. Additional educational toolkits are available on our website
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R A I N B O W Letters to Mother Earth
A Workshop Pla
The below workshop has been made in collaboration with Wholistic Love
Institute. In total, it takes an hour to complete. You are welcome to experiment
with timings and add your own activities too, if you feel con dent to do so. It can
be adapted for online.

1. Check in (10 - 15 mins)
Connecting to what we most love about the natural world helps us foster a deeper
relationship and connection to the planet. It can spark feelings of appreciation and
belonging as people connect to the beauty and wonder of the natural world. It’s a
great place to start from and a great way to get to know others!
In a heart circle, people introduce themselves with:
◆ Where they’ve come from today
◆A place in nature they most love
We suggest giving up to 2 minutes for each person to introduce themselves.
Giving time to this exercise will reap bene ts as the group will open up to each
other and feel comfortable.
Other nice ways to check in is by asking …
What RAINBOW colour you feel like today? e.g. “I feel like a passionate (or angry)
red!”, “I feel like a happy, bright yellow!” Or asking What kind of weather you are
feeling today? e.g. “I’m feeling sunny!”, or “I’m feeling drizzly and foggy”
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2. How are you feeling about the future? (10 - 15 mins)
We recognise that all crises are connected and have an impact on all of us as a
whole: the climate and ecological crisis; the economic crisis; the social crisis;
mental health crisis; the pandemic. This question is open enough to give space to
all the concerns that people might have as we face the future. We suggest that the
facilitator brings their own personal re ection at this point about what they feel
about the future, to model the kind of responses that could follow. All responses
are valued and welcome.
This question can be asked of the particular place you’re in ― your village, town,
city, county. It can also be asked more generally about the future of the planet.
Not only grown ups are discussing and worried about our environment. Children are also
concerned about this and this is the only way to preserve our mother earth for our future
generations. Here’s a self-composed poem on the beauty of earth:
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R A I N B O W Letters to Mother Earth
Place these words describing emotions (fear, numbness, frustration, helpless/detached,
possibility/hope, optimism, ready, active, joy etc.) onto the oor, creating a map (see
example below). Invite participants to stand by a word that resonates for them when asked
‘When you think about the future what do you feel?’

Fear

Numbnes

Frustration

Helpless / Detache

Invite people to turn to the nearest person to them, to share what they’re feeling and why.
Invite everyone to share re ections back with the whole group.
The map above is based upon the ‘Change Curve’ by psychiatrist Elisabeth Kubler-Ross. It
shows that it is possible to move through emotions: we don’t have to get stuck in one. By
expressing ourselves, we have the opportunity to shift our feelings. It is possible to reach a
place of ‘acceptance’ in the face of dif culty, and from there be able to move forwards with
a greater sense of meaning and renewed purpose.
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3. Where do you nd Hope? (5 mins)
In the same pairs as before, each person will have 2 minutes to nish the open
sentence: ‘I nd hope...’
For example ‘I nd hope in... when I see... / when I hear... ’
You can repeat the opening sentence however many times you wish in your 2
minutes.
ACTIVE LISTENING - For

this we encourage active listening, where the listener
doesn’t comment at all on what’s being said; but quite simply they listen. There
may be silences, and this is ne.
We nd the words of Joanna Macy’s ‘Trusting the Spiral’ a useful reminder about
the power of active hope.

4. What does a better world look and feel like? (10 - 15 mins)
Invite the group to nish this sentence

‘If I could change anything about the way the world is right now…
This question can be facilitated in a number of ways
◆ In a circle, people can be invited to speak freely or one at a time to answer the
question
◆ On a blank bit of paper, people can have just 3 minutes to ‘free-write’, starting
with that sentence and then writing without stopping and without thinking!
What’s important is to just see what comes, and allow for surprises; follow the
ow of writing. We encourage reading back in pairs to re ect on what’s written.
◆ In pairs each person can nish the open sentence and actively listen for 2
minutes each
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R A I N B O W Letters to Mother Earth

5. Write Your RAINBOW Letter (20 - 25 mins)
Give people time before they start where they can consider what they’d like
to give voice to. The following prompts can help:
◆You can be really creative about how you write
your RAINBOW Letter. It can be poetic, dramatic,
a call to action. Your RAINBOW Letter can be
addressed to whomever you want. It could be
written to Mother Earth, or future or past
generations, another species such as an animal/a
bird, or an element like air/wind, water (e.g. ocean/
river/lake), re, wood (plants/trees/forest), earth
(e.g. mountains), metal (e.g. gold)) or a place that’s
special to you. It could be written to someone in a
position of power or in uence.
◆What could you tell the powerful in the world
about how you feel about the Earth and what you’d
like to be changed
◆You can also write from the perspective of another
species, or the Earth or the future, for example. How are you going to communicate your
feelings about this planet we all call home?

PROMPTS
What do you care most about? What decisions will you make in your writing to best
show the reader what you care about on our Earth and what you have to say
What needs to be heard? How can you give a voice to something that matters to you?
What do they have to say?
What do you want to say? If I could change anything about the state of the planet I
would..
Who or what perspective do you wish to speak from?
How can you speak up on behalf of Mother Earth? If I was giving the Earth or
another species a voice it would say
When I think about the future, I feel...
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What brings me joy in my interactions with humans and in my relationship with other
beings (animals, birds etc.) on Mother Earth

We suggest up to 10 minutes to write. People may not nish their Letter in this
time, and that is ne. For some, this is just the beginning of something they can
nish later or continue to explore. They may wish to write more than one
RAINBOW Letter ― a RAINBOW Letter a Day!
Gather people in pairs or small groups of up to 5 people. Invite people to read
their letter aloud in their groups. We encourage bravery, but if people prefer, they
can talk about what they wrote. Invite people to actively listen, and to then have a
conversation about what they heard.
◆ How did the RAINBOW Letters make you feel
◆ Are there any similarities in the RAINBOW Letters? Common themes, ideas
or expressions
◆ Do the RAINBOW Letters inspire you to get more active to make change
happen?

6. Closing: How do you feel at the end of this workshop?
Thank you for participating. By providing space for people to engage and face the
planetary crisis, we believe we can, together, become courageous, connected and
creative in our response.
To close the workshop, you can go round in a circle and share if people feel
different at the end of this process to when they started. Or you can invite people
to speak or write down one word about how they’re left feeling.
Your participants have hopefully been on a transformational journey.
Though it may seem simple, and perhaps even small, we believe the act of
writing and sharing a letter can change the world.
Now that the RAINBOW letters have been written, here’s some ideas on how
they can be used to create change. Your feelings and ideas are really
important and deserve to be heard.
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Share Your Letter
We are gathering your messages, visions and dreams for a better world and
making sure they are seen and heard. The below are some ways you can share
your Letters to make sure they have impact.
You can start a conversation in small groups to explore the ways the messages in
peoples’ Letters could be ampli ed so that more people can come into contact
with them.
We also invite people to share their RAINBOW Letters:

In your community
Can you organise an event where you can read or present your RAINBOW Letter
to spark conversation between people? Who would you like to be there? Could
you invite local councillors, politicians or other people with power and in uence
to make change?
Where could you publicly display your RAINBOW Letter for all to see? Could
the RAINBOW Letter be turned into a work of art ― a key message painted or
displayed in public?
Read or share your RAINBOW Letter with your neighbour, friend or colleague
and inspire them to write their own.

In the post
Is there someone you want to send your RAINBOW Letter to, either in the post
or by email? Could you invite them to write back?

Online
You can post your RAINBOW Letter, a picture or video of you speaking it on
social media using the hashtag #RainbowLetterstoMotherEarth
Facebook: @rainbowletterstomotherearth
Instagram: TBA Twitter: TBA
Submit your RAINBOW Letter to us by email
share@rainbowletterstomotherearth.cm and then we will share it on our website
www.rainbowletterstomotherearth.com where we will
amplify it and make sure it is seen and read.
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Other Ways to Activate your Community
As well as running a workshop, there are many other ways you can invite people
to write a RAINBOW Letter to Mother Earth and get creative with their
messages. Whether it’s a street party, festival or event, here’s some ideas:

Set up a Letter Writing Station
→ Print out our letter writing Prompts and stick these on noticeboards or walls
for people to engage with
→ Print out our Template Letter and leave a stack for people to pick up and write
on
→ Make an installation or exhibition for people to add their RAINBOW Letters
and messages to ― you can use string and pegs for example

Get creative!
A RAINBOW ‘Letter’ is also open to interpretation. It can be a poem, spoken
word, a performance, a drawing, an artwork, a song, a dance. What creative form
gives expression to what you want to say?
How can you distill a key message from your Letter and make it public for all to
see? Could you...
→ Project your message?
→ Paint your message?
→ Make a piece of public art with your message?
Remember to use environmentally friendly methods!
What other ways can you think of for your RAINBOW Letter or message to be
seen and heard by as many people as possible to inspire change?
For example RAINBOW Letters and further inspiration, visit
www.rainbowletterstomotherearth.com and our global community group on
Facebook. In November we are going to celebrate the book launch of “Little
Sparks of Joy: Messages From Across the Globe Igniting
Love Hope Unity and Joy” when you can get your own
copy of our book on Amazon and other platforms.
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Appendix - Excerpts of Example RAINBOW Letters
Dear Planet Earth,
I am sorry we have misused you, messed you up, and physically abused you.
Now we are pleading for forgiveness, although we have done nothing to stop it,
we just brought it upon ourselves.
It’s like watching a paper fall, and instead of catching it you watch it drop to the
oor.
It’s like watching a child drown, and instead of saving him, you slowly watch him
sink, sink slowly to the ground.
...
I’m sorry that when you stumbled and fell, we didn’t kiss your bruise better: we
didn’t place a plaster over your cut: we didn’t even blow it better, we just left it,
untouched. I’m sorry that we paid more attention to our problems, than we did
yours. For we forgot that you, planet earth, are the reason we breathe and live,
and us humans let that message pass our minds, way too quickly.
And for that I am truly sorry. Help me correct our mistake. Help me catch our
world: save our planet.
Jenny Ngugi, 13

What do you think of this letter?
Do you have any questions about it?
Do you agree with the writer that we have “messed
up” our Earth?
How could you expand upon Jenny’s ask for people
to ‘save our planet’?
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Appendix - Excerpts of Example Letters
Dear Government (or whomever it may concern),
Please. I beg. She begs. He begs. Greg from work begs. Pat from school begs.
Johnny from Sainsbury’s checkout begs. We all beg. On behalf of our planet, we
beg. You wouldn’t smash up your television screen or destroy your furniture or
wreck your grand piano. Just for your plastic bag or your crisp packet or your
McDonald’s straw. This means that you de nitely wouldn’t watch your world
rapidly die and suffer under your watch. Just for your children. Your
grandchildren. Your great-grandchildren and all the future generations to come.
But you do.
....
Animals can’t help with climate change. Animals can’t stop driving cars which
pollute the air. Animals can’t stop launching rockets into the sky, wasting
materials and sending junk into the atmosphere, and around it. Animals can’t stop
driving noisy speedboats and jet skis and cruise ships which send oil into
our oceans and mess with whale calls. Even if they could, why should they? They
didn’t start this, we did. It’s our responsibility to do something before it’s too late
and you need to make sure that happens. Stop fussing on tiny problems such as
Brexit, start focusing on the more important things in life. That thing is life.
Lilli Hearsey, 11

What stands out about this letter?
If you were writing a letter to your government what
would you say? How could you invite those in
power to really listen to you?
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During my whole life I have had this feeling that I belong to Mother Earth. Maybe we
all are children from her. I think so.
Mother Earth gives me so much with her heart of rainbow colours and I love every
one of them. The RED one makes me think of LOVE – LOVE to our self, each other,
plants and animals
The ORANGE one makes me think of PASSION
The YELLOW one makes me think of the SUN and the STARS who always guide
me and make my DREAMS come through
The GREEN one makes me think of all the beautiful PLANTS and LIFE and makes
me BELIEVE that we all together can save the planet earth
The BLUE one makes me think of the SEA and gives me the feeling of FREEDOM
The PURPLE one makes me think of MOTHER EARTH herself – it is just like a
seed capsule that embraces all large and small ones.
I always feel safe with Mother Earth … .

RAINBOW Letter and Collage by Philippa, 10, Denmark
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What could your own colourful collage, drawing or RAINBOW
Letter to the Earth look like? Send us your photos or grab some
coloured pencils and some paper and give it a go!
For more inspiration and resources, visit
www.rainbowletterstomotherearth.com and receive updates
about our upcoming book Little Sparks of JOY
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